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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3114

“Impossible! How can there be manpower to change the direction of the whirlpool! Don’t you
know how strong this aura whirlpool is? Unless it is…”

The little junior sister said with a cold face, but she hesitated.

Several others understood.

In her cognition, it was impossible.

“Looks like something’s coming out! Let’s keep an eye on it!”

Someone started to remind.

The four of them stared closely at the movement of the vortex below.

They have been staring at the changes in the vortex.

Not a moment’s slack.

But after a few minutes, the whirlpool returned to normal.

But they never saw anyone coming out.

“Huh? This is…”

“Is it a phenomenon? Is it the cause of the whirlpool?”

Everyone was a little confused.

“It should be the reason for the whirlpool! Let’s go, leave!”
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The little sister said seriously.

immediately.

The four left with a bang.

Just after they left.

There is one more person here.

Levi Garrison.

After a round of search for the super spiritual veins was fruitless, he left.

As soon as I came out, I noticed someone in this direction.

He concealed his figure and came directly to this place.

“This is the Town Demon Division???”

Levi Garrison looked at the direction where the few people disappeared, frowning tightly.

Judging from the clothes of the few people just now.

This is the town magician.

He’d also been able to scare the Lab of the Gods by pretending to be the Sorceress before.

Now it seems that their clothing style is that of the Town Demon Division.

There is also the strength of these four.

strong.

This is the town magician.

And they came here specifically to find the flashpoint after the world’s great changes.
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Which means they are!

Levi Garrison still had a lot of horror in his heart.

Zhen Mosi really exists? ? ?

After coaxing for so long, it actually exists.

Incredible!

The legend is true!

These bastards really exist.

Where did you go when you needed them?

Hidden and tucked one by one without coming out?

Levi Garrison understood.

It is certain that the outbreak of the super spiritual vein will cause the world to change
dramatically.

Only let these legendary guys run out.

Since the Zhenmo Division exists, the Tianshi Mansion must also exist.

And according to Levi Garrison’s observation just now, their armor, weapons and internal
strength are seen.

They use spiritual energy to cultivate.

Even Levi Garrison can judge that the reason why there is no trace of the Tianshi Mansion in
Zhenmo Sitianshifu is because there was no spiritual energy in this world before. Not
suitable for their cultivation!
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The place where they are must have spiritual veins, and the spiritual energy is abundant,
which is suitable for their cultivation.

Not wrong.

Levi Garrison guessed right.

This group of people is the town magic department.

Some time ago, because of the great changes in the world, one by one ran out.

The four people just now were responsible for investigating the cause of the great change,
and they came here all the way to investigate.

And the place where they were before was hidden in some places in Daxia.

The characteristic of these places is that they have spiritual veins. Of course, their spiritual
veins are not as terrifying as Antarctic glaciers.

Their place is rich in spiritual energy, so they will not come to the outside world.

Now that the spiritual energy of the outside world is so strong, it attracts them one by one.

Levi Garrison was happy.

No wonder the Lab of the Gods is so afraid of it.

This is real.

And a few young people are so strong.

Levi Garrison smiled.

It is said that Daxia has no gods.

But there is a group of people who can kill gods.
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The four of them just now are basically stronger than today’s Young Commander Tian Ce.

It seems that they really use the technique of refining Qi, which is in line with Levilia’s own
creation.

It’s also a big secret.

If it spreads out, I am afraid the whole world will be shocked.

Levi Garrison returned to the aircraft.

The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3115

Talk to the Dark Doctor about the following situation.

“I really don’t think so!”

“That’s right, the extreme is the opposite! Everything has a limit!”

The two exclaimed.

“But I just met a group of people…”

Levi Garrison began to talk about the Zhenmo Division.

Now he has no reservations about the two doctors in the dark.

“Zhenmosi and Tianshifu really exist?”

Both of them were from the Lab of the Gods, and they were very familiar with it.

They also understood why they were being watched a while ago.
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“Mr. Ye, since the Demon Suppression Division exists, why not ask the Demon Suppressing
Division to relieve Levilia’s poison?”

Doctor Dark suddenly said a word, reminding Levi Garrison.

Yes indeed!

Now that he has witnessed the existence of Zhen Mosi with his own eyes.

Then you can go to Zhen Mosi to detoxify Levilia.

Let’s not say whether it can be solved, at least there is a great hope.

Then you shouldn’t let them go just now, just grab them.

“I’ll go out and see!”

Levi Garrison went out to look for a circle, and the person was long gone.

“Where are we going then?”

asked the Brain of God.

“Go to Shengquan to see Levilia first!”

Afterwards, the three returned to the Holy Spring.

Levi Garrison checked Levilia’s situation and determined that there was nothing wrong.

The forces protecting Levilia are too powerful now.

And Jiao Tianyu’s 80 people are still being tempered.

Although the place where the students in Kunlun were before was forbidden, the spiritual
energy was abundant.

But it’s not bad here.
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And there is a small spiritual vein below it, which provides them with the best cultivation
conditions.

They can continue to practice Levi Garrison’s basic exercises.

Continuous enhancement!

In the current environment, cultivating the basic exercises given by Levi Garrison is simply
the same every day.

In this regard, Levi Garrison is very relieved.

The three went to Daxia again.

After coming to Daxia.

Levi Garrison directly asked Tiance Shenshuai and the others to ask if there was any
whereabouts of Zhen Mosi.

But Tiance Shenshuai and the others were all at a loss.

Where is the town magician?

Isn’t that a legend?

Everyone is dumbfounded.

Although there are many people who speculate that there is someone behind Da Xia, that is,
the master of Young Commander Tian Ce.

Everyone doesn’t know, but Tiance Shenshuai and the others don’t know that this person is
Levi Garrison.

“Isn’t it you who started with the king that day?”

Tiance Shenshuai asked directly.
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“it’s me!”

Levi Garrison nodded.

“Well then, you are the person behind Da Xia, where are the other people from?”

“The Suppressing Demon Division and the Tianshi Mansion all exist in legends, and they
don’t exist at all!”

……

This made Levi Garrison look depressed.

He also thought that Zhen Mosi had already appeared in Daxia.

Where can I get it, other people don’t know about it at all.

“The Town Demon Division exists, I have seen it with my own eyes!”

Levi Garrison’s words made Tiance Shenshuai and their hearts turn upside down.

“Does it really exist?”

Everyone’s eyes are going to fly out.

Especially Tiance Shenshuai and several people were surprised to the point of disbelief.

“I’m sure they’re not wrong! The strength of the little brats is higher than your son! Other
clothing and the power in the body, etc.!”

Levi Garrison said.

“what?”

Levi Garrison said so.

That’s what they believe it is.
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Zhen Mosi actually exists!

“Then why didn’t the ordeal of Da Xia appear before, why now… by the way, the spiritual
energy is recovering…”

Tiance Shenshuai immediately reacted.

Levi Garrison nodded: “They actually rely on spiritual veins to cultivate! Changes in the
outside world have attracted their attention, so they came!”

Understood.

Everything is clear.
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